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VOLUME 90, NO. 6
BREAKING NEWS

CAMPUS

'CROCODILE HUNTER' DEAD

VALIDATION

STEVE IRWIN, BETTER KNOWN AS THE 'CROCODILE HUNTER,'
DIED THIS MONDAY AFTER HE WAS STUNG BY ASTINGRAY OFF
OF AUSTRALIA'S NORTH COAST.
NEWS COURTESY CNN.COM
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Towers Room Blazed: Who's to Blame.?

\

West Towers residents were awakened early Monday morning after a suspicious fire caught in 8th-floor room.
BY MELISSA TYLER

clingy for Dodds and when he found
Willian1s on his computer and watching his 1V in his room that he claims
Thick grayish black smoked filled to have forgotten to lock on Sunday, he
the 8th-floor halls of the Howard Plaza said that was last straw.
West Towers on Monday, Sept. 4,
Dodds added that he knew it was
around 2:ooa.m. The smoke was from his room on fire when he was informed
a fire that started in room 832 of the that there was a fire on the eighth
West Towers.
floor.
A woman working at the front
He reported that just that weekend
desk called the fire department after a Will iatns threatened to slash the tires of
female resident of room 932 told her his car for not inviting him to hang out
that she thought her room was on fire. with his friends.
Following her telephone call to the fire
"I had a gut feeling that Craig was
department, resident Joshua Dodds, going to do something crazy after I
ran to tl1e front desk and shouted that kicked him out my room," Dodds said.
the fire was coming from .his 832 dou- "He has a history of depression and
ble efficiency room.
acting in outrage, but to set my room
Students complained tl1ey did not on lfre and endanger several students
hear the fire alarm until 15 to 20 min- is beyond terrible."
utes after smoke filled the building.
Dodds is upset that police have not
"It's just not safe," said senior arrested Williams, because he thinks
broadcast journalism major Amanda that he could continue to disturb him.
Nembharb. She suggested that the
Campus Police·Department Chief
Towers have an intercom system to Lawrence Thomas said the incident is
better inform students of situations like being investigated.
a fire.
"It was possibly deliberate,"
According to senior legal commu- · Thomas said. "'The actual determinications major Joshua Dodds, Craig nation will be made by the D.C. Fire
Williams set hls room on fire after he Department investigative unit"
angrily told him to leave hls room.
The DC Fire Department and
Dodds explained that he befriend- Arson Detectives said they could not
ed Williams after seeing that he had provide any additional information yet
no friends, had an extremely low self- about in the investigation.
esteem and recently lost his father.
Williams said his friend is lying
After awhile tl1e friendship got too about the situation.
Hilltop Staff Writer

According to Williams, Dodds and
him got along and became friends after
meeting two years ago as sophomore
legal communications majors.
Williams explained he was staying
the weekend in Dodds' room because
his room was infested with roaches.
"My SA advised me to find somewhere else to live for the weekend
until maintenance could exterminate
the roaches and Josh let me stay in
hls room until my place was livable,"
Williams said.
Williams said he beJjeves Dodds
set his own room on fire by accident
and is blaming him because he is an
easy target.
He said Dodds is a smoker and
was lighting a McDonald's straw with
a lighter when he left Dodds' room.
Williams said Dodds politely asked
him to leave the room to give him some
time alone.
After leaving the Towers at approximately t a.m., Williams said he went
to the East Towers with some friends
and was there informed that the room
he was staying in for the weekend was
on fire.
Both Dodds and Williams said that
they lost valuable items in the fire.
Yesterday, Dodds said he was
issued an eviction notice by the Howard
Plaza Towers to exit his room by 5:00
p.m. because the room that blazed was
under his name.

•
(Left) Firetrucks lined Barry
Place as firefighters worked
to extinguish the fire Ignited
early Monday morning on
the 8th floor of the Howard
Plaza West Towers.
A mattress (bottom) was
burned to the springs In the
fire In room 832.
l>rtrn:D Smith • Smior Phoeo Editor

. .~. . ..HUSA Makes _Bison Cards Reality Student Movement
there is more availability to sell the card.
HUSA plans to
better inform students
about the discount
opportunity through
Hilltopics and other
forms of media.
Owens is pleased
with the amount of
cards purchased so
far without any public
relations work being
completed. She is also
happy that administrators, like Dr. Franklin
Chambers, vice provost for student affairs
who purchased a card,
are supporting the
program.
Bison Cards are
$10 and provide students with a minimum
of to percent djs°"'" S••ilh • S.•lor Pbot• Edi••• counts from over 20
Jennifer Owens, HUSA president, (above) s hows the
businesses located on
Bison Card that wlll allow discounts around campus.
Georgia Ave., U St. and
in Adams Morgan.
"The card is beneBY MELISSA TYLER
ficial for both the businesses and Howard
Hil/lop Staff Writer
students," Owens added.
After purchasing a card, students will
The Howard University St11dents be given a list of the exact discounts and
Association is attempting to bridge the locations of the businesses participating.
gap between Howard students and local The list includes a tattoo parlor on U St.,
businesses with the Bison Card.
Heavenly Spa salon located on Georgia
On Friday, HUSA sold Bison Cards Ave. and a 7-Eleven. Several restaurants,
to students in the Blackburn Center on salons, retailers and cleaners are also on
the south wall of the ballroom.
the list.
The Bison Card is the first stage of
"There is a wide range of businessHUSA President Jennifer Owens and es that students can find discounts at
Vice-President Stephen Nichols' Bison through the Bison Card," Owens said.
Bucks platform point. Bison Bucks is
Owens explained that HUSA's goal
an initiative to have students be able to was to reach smaller businesses that supreceive discounts in junction with their ported the organization for a long time
dinning dollars.
as well as financially assisting Howard
"Hopefully later down the road we students.
will have the joint card program, but for
"Students eat more places in the area
now this is the first phase,>i Owens said.
than just at Howard and now they can
Approximately to cards were sold get discounts from some of their favorite
on Friday. HUSA Director of Programs, places to eat," Owens said. "There is busiKecia Patton credits rainy weather and ness within the Bison Card program for
lack of information spread about the everything that a student may need."
campus for the reason that such a small
All of the proceeds from the Bison
number of cards were purchased.
Card fundraiser will go to programs that
Patton anticipates students will rush . HUSA organizes and creates.
to purchase the Bison Card once word
HUSA hopes that all Howard stugets out more around campus and when dents will take advantage of this opportu-
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nity to receive discounts from local retailers, but is especially expecting the freshmen class to buy the cards and find them
useful in order to continue the card's
existence for years to come.
"This is a new thing HUSA has started and we hope that it will continue next
year," Patton said.
Patton believes that the card will
familiarize freshmen with the DC area,
while it will also help them as well as
upperclassmen financially.
Students can purchase Bison Cards
on the next first Friday, October 6. HUSA
will post any other times that the cards
will be on sale.

Some Pl.aces That Accep
the New Bison Cards:
JOYA
Joya Cosmetics
•15% off all services, except on W
day Specials ($30 styles, $100 e
sions)
Ponytail's Shoe Shine Parlor
•10% off all services including s

Continues Forth
BY CRYSTAL NWAOGU &
ASHLEY TANNEHILL

ee, and presidents of student councils, including the
Contnbuting Wnters
Howard University Student
Association president and
The school year is fresh, vice president, Jennifer
blanketed with returning stu- Owens and Steven Nichols,
dents and newcomers, but prior to the close of school.
already speckled by the one
Courtney Phelps, anothissue with the power to unite er executive staff member,
all: Howardite frustration.
said the administration has
The Movement began disregarded numerous stulast year by a group of stu- dent concerns, which will
dents and they are continu- ultimately not be in Howard's
ing their pledge to right what interest. However, members
they perceive as wrongs said they will not accept an
against students.
absence of progression.
"Over the summer there
"We plan on staying
were a number of things that involved this year and gethappened," said Cory Scott, ting things done," Scott said.
a senior history and politi- "Whatever is necessary for
cal science major, who is an us to do, that's what we will
executive staff member of do."
The Movement.
The Movement, which
Throughout the sum- aims to improve the lives of
mer, the staff met with the students on campus, will be
undergraduate representa- involved in a range of activtives for schools, the graduate and undergraduate trust- See MOVEMENT, NEWS A3

Spencer's Cleaners
•20% off all dry cleaning
bara Fax.Copy.Print
Bara Business Center
•10% off all services ( excluding
Lucky Chinese Carryout
•1 0% off all carry out, free delivery
LGI Group, LLC.
Select Venues
•$5 dollar off club cover charge wild
bison card
Plnz n Needles Tattoo Parlor on
Street
•10% off Services

'

Barbara & Ngina at Salon Essene
(includes precision barber cuts)
•10% off services
Jennifer's Sabrett Carts
(located at the Howard University
of Business)
•Coco-Bread/ Beef Pattie Special
Friday and Bison Card Specials
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Courtney Phelps, an executive staff member of The
Movement, stands on the Yard after the official reading
of the Student Declaration of Frustration.
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Validation Remains Hassle For Students

BY ANYA ALEXANDER
Hiiitop Staff Wnter

During the first week
of classes, professors and
ad1nini~trators check their
attendance rosters to verify
the names of the students
enrolled in their courses.
Often times, a student's
name may not appear on
the list because they are not
validated and mu!>'t report to
the student accounts office
immediately.
'The ' term validation
refers to the process in which
the Office ofStudent Financial
Services certifies that registered students have satisfied
their financial requirements
for official enrollment at the
University. Students who
failed to submit payment by
the September 18 due date
are not officially enrolled,
arc subject to having their
class schedules purged from
Bisonwcb, and forfeit their
right to re1nain in University
housing.
Mioanika Turner, junior
sociology major, went to turn

Oerell Smith • Senlof PnolO EdttO<

Validation concerns Howard students every semster. The most frequent problem is not reallzlng that a student's financial aid package will not cover the entire semester costs. If these
flnanclal obligations are not met, a student could be purged from the system.

in a consortium registration
form and found out that she
could not because she was
not validated.
Whereas in other years,
Turner said that she had
trouble making the payments
on time, this year she was
prepared to meet her finan-

cial obligations for the fall.
"I always start off every
semester not validated, n
Turner said. "I'm not worried about it, but I do plan to
check with the financial aid
office to clear it up."
Turner had loans posted on her account that she

did not want and needed to
decline those loans by filling
out the necessary paper work
in order to view and make
a payment on her remaining
balance.
Turner's issue is one
that the Office of Student
Accounts frequently sees

DC Election Season Heats Up; HUSA

to Hold Voter Registration Drive
BY MATTHEW COOPER

home state, they may choose to
register to vote in Washington
if they want.
Voting season is in
Kecia Patton, who is the
full swing in the District of Director of Programs for
Cnlu1nhia. and mayoral and HUSA and oversees the voter
council cle<-tions arc becom- registration drive, encourages
ing heated issUPS.
students to get involved in the
'I11e Howard University political process and register
Student Association is doing to vote.
its part to make sure Howard
"Students need to be active
students are involved in the not only on campus but in polprocess.
itics," said Patton, a senior
BUSA is sponsoring a finance major.
"Students
voter registration drive on should be involved in local,
1\1esday, September 5, the national and world affairs."
clc1tUinc to register to vote
Many students at Howard
hcfnre the pri111arv election tron1 other states registered
t,ikes 11lat·c in the District on as DC voters because they
Septen1bcr i2.
thought that it was the only
The drive will take place option.
at the bottom level of the
"It was either I vote here
Blackburn Center, from 12 or not at all," said Kenya
to 4 p.n1. Because n1any stu- Morris, a senior television
dents at Howard are not from production major who missed
Washington, D.C., students the deadline in her home state
can register to vote at any of . of California.
th<' 50 states. Although stuCrystal Gissentanna, a
dl'nts llHI) re~ister in their junior 1nusic business 1najor,
Hill/op Staff Wfllllf

had the same issue in her
home state of Virginia.
"I had to register here
because I forgot to register in
Richmond," she said.
While some students are
heavily involved in the DC
races, some studentc; just prefer to vote at hon1e.
"California laws affect me
more than DC laws affect me,"
said Raina Rorie, a sophomore
international business major.
"My stay here is temporary."
Patton said where students choose to vote becomes
a matter of where students
plan to live after they graduate.
"It's an individual decision," she said. "I know people that want to ilnpact their
home [district] because that
is where they plan to live. But
if you plan to make DC your
home then you should vote in
DC."
Patton says that students
should be aware of local and

surrounding issues that effect
communities.
"There are new boundaries being drawn for schools
and high school exit exams are
a huge issue."
Washington, D.C., which
is a mostly democratic district,
plays host to a number of democratic candidates running
for office. Linda Cropp, who
previously served as council chairman, is running for
mayor against Adrian Fenty,
who served as council member of Ward 4. Both Fenty
and Cropp are Howard graduates. Other candidates in the
race include Vincent Orange,
Michael E. Brown, and Artee
Miligan.
Another tight election in
the District is the race for council chairperson, left vacant by
Cropp. Vincent Gray, councilman of Ward 7, and Kathy
Patterson, councilwoman of
Ward 3 are both vying for the
position.

Despite Weather, First Friday Goes On

6\11rKbvrN Ballro

Jf"nk• l'lt-titcw. , , . ~

First Friday was held In the Blackbum
Center because of the weather Friday.
BY NICHOLE ALABI
Con: ..ll,.: '"'•\··er

Rain and wind did nothing to dan1pen the Bison spirit a.-. -.tudents flocked
to tht• Blackburn Center to e.njo) an
uncon' entional First Friday.
First Frida\".
. the fin-t Friday. of the
acade1nic ,·car and eYen·
. first Frida\'.
of the n1onth thereafter. is a staple at
Howard Unin~rsity that allows can1pus
organizations and students alike to fraternize on the 1uain yard and un"ind
fron1 a stressful academic week.
\\'ith the nasty weather shutting
down the yard. Hl"SA 1ne1nbers had to
think quickly to en~ure the Bison tradition.
Ht;SA chief of staff &sence \.\'alker,
a senior 1narketing 111aJor. said about
the inclement weather, "After looking
at the forecast and seeing 100<!6 chance
of rain and getting progressively worse
throughout the day we had no choice

.

but to move it to a venue like the ballroom to give the students kind of the
same opportunity they would have had
outside."
Kecia Patton, a senior finance major
and H USA director of programs worked
tirelessly with the rest of the programs
departn1ent to keep up the school spirit
"'My first thought was that it wasn't
going to have the san1e effect as first
Friday usually has,·· Patton said.
Inside the ballroon1 Hakin1 "DJ
Anonyn1ous ~ Harn1on was on the ones
and twos while Sodexho catered fried
chicken, fish, greens, and organizations
set up tables to welcon1e fresh1nan to
the ~lccca. \\'hilc the event did not have
the sun1e effect as first Friday mmally
has, students, staff. and faculty alike
had a great tune.
First Friday is the opportunity for
freshn1an students to get a taste of
the Howard social life. Eric Howard, a
junior finance 1najor. reme1ubers his
fit$t Friday experience, "I remember it
was nice out and. Greeks were on the
yard and I felt like I was finally a part
of the ~tecca .. and I can1e out today
to support the freshinan on their first
Friday."
\\ alker and the other n1embers of
HUSA also wanted this to be a me1norable experience for the freshn1en. \\'ith
the rough weather HCSA had n1usical
'
chairs and ga1nes to ensure that the
dass of 2010 ne,·er forgot their pren1iere First Friday.
"\\'e wanted fresh1nen to get the
chance to find out what ifs lik'C to be
a part of the Howard fanuly,~ \\'alker
said.
'The event "as .1lso nostalgic for
graduating senior students. As their last
First Friday. spending it im.•i<le was not
what many seniors had in n1ind.
·1 have nlixed en1otions, rm happy
because ifs my senior year but then
~

again I'm said because it's my senior
year," said Tiffany Settles, a senior legal
communications student. "The weather
kind of brought it down, but its fun."
The event kicked off with the ladies
of Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity
for Women giving an a cappella rendition of the Black National anthem.
'The crowded was hushed showing the
impact of the moment and the day.
Students did not let the weather get
them down as they did the electric slide,
the bunny hop, and the chicken noodle
soup \.vith a soda on the side.
Dr. Chambers vice provost of student affairs and Dean Guillory the dean
of student life and activities also graced
the event \\ith their presence.
First Friday has always been the
opportunity for students to display their
fashion sense but due to the weather,
umprellas were the sensible fashion
staiement for Bison.
~its kind of messed up you \.vearing
nice clothes and getting all drenched out
there in the rain," Raymond Metzger, a
junior physical therapy major.
Students also look fon,·ard to seeing the members of Greek letter organizations singing plot songs and wearing
paraphernalia on the yard on the first
Friday of the year.
\\bile members of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity. Incorporated and Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Incorporated used the
open floor of the ballroom to stroll and
pay hon1age to their respective organizations. members 0f Omega Psi Phi
fraten1ity. IncorI"'~ated were outside at
noon de.spite the rain.
'I'm definitcl} going to remen1bcr
thi.;;, the tin1e ";th friends, the time
to frat. This is what you tell your kids
about." ~Iichael Lyles. a senior finance
n1ajor and n1en1ber of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.
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each year.
students usually know ·what
Some students fail to that means, - said Anthony
realize that a financial aid Hendricks, a senior speech
package, in many cases, is pathology major.
Bell suggests that stunot enough to cover their
cost of attendance for a given dents should not assume that
academic semester and they failure to remit full payment
fail to make the necessary would result in the automatic
monetary arrangements to removal ofclasses. Registered
secure financial validation. students who do not plan to
Students also may run into continue their studies must
problems with validation by complete a Total \i\'ithdrawal
failing to pay outstanding from the University.
Students can visit the
charges from prior semesters.
Student Accounts office
According to Sylvester ·within the Office of Student
Bell, director of the Office of Financial Services for quesregarding
validaStudent Financial Services, tions
the failure to submit reqwred tion status, or check online
registration payments by the at BisonWeb. Electronic
for
assistance
established due date during requests
a given academic semester may be submitted through
may result in the removal of BisonWeb by clicking '"Check
classes from the Banner sys- Student Financial Validation
tem. Once removed, purged Status" and completing the
class schedules may be rein- validation inquiry request
stated for the expressed rea- form.
son of non-payment.
All inquires will be
ielling a student that responded to \vithin 48
they have to leave the class hours of submission. Replies
because their name is not will be transmitted to the
on the list is not the easi- student's Howard University
est thing to do because most email address.

What's In A
Name?
A Look at The Namesakes of
Howard University

The Armour J . Blackburn Center
BY JOUANNA SPANN
Hilltop Staff Writer

The
Armour
J.
Blackburn Center, though,
is not only place where
students can meet with
their friends, it is also a
place where students can
become student leaders for
the University.
The Blackburn Center,
which opened April 27,
i<)79, is home to campus
dining services such as The
Cafe and the Punch Out,
a ballroom, an auditorium,
conference rooms, a computer lab, a recreational
center, an art gallery and
administrative offices. The
center was designed to
cater to the entire academic community.
The Blackburn center was named after Dr.
Armour J.
Blackburn.
Blackburn was the first
Dean of Students of
Howard University during
his 30-year tenure serving
the University. Blackburn,
who conceptualized the
building, selected the site
where the center now
stands because he wanted
it to over look the reservotr.
His vision for the building was for it to be used
for a multiple reasons and
"serve as the li,ing room
of campus," said Roberta
McLeod, Director of the
Blackburn Center.
Blackburn was an
alumnus of Howard and
received his undergraduate
degree at Ho,,·ard in i926.
Blackburn then received
his master's then doctorate degree from Columbia
Unher'1ty.
Blackburn was also
well respected in the
Shaw/LeDroit Park community and he ,,·as active

in 25 professional and civi
organizations.
Although
conceptualized the cent er
he was unable to see hi
dream come to fruition a
he died in 1970.
Two of the most use
places in the Blackbur
Center are the Cafeteri
and the Punch Out. Befor
it was located in the base
ment of Blackburn, the caf
eteria was located in th
Tubman Quadrangle. Th
Punch Out was located i
what was considered th
Home Economics build
ing.
Before being name
the Punch Out, the eate
was simply called the snac
bar and older women pre
pared home cooked meals
There was also a beer ta
available in the Punch Ou
when the drinking age wa
still 18. The name, "th
Punch Out" is a play o
the term that was used t
describe when a studen
would "flunk" out of schoo
after spending too muc
time in the eatery.
In the past, the mo
popular places in th
place where Blackbur
stands was the camp
store, which has now bee
replaced by the Commute
Computer Lab.
Another popular are
in the Blackburn Cente
is the internationally
renowned art gallery, whic
was founded by McLeod i
1981.
Some new things tha
students, faculty and st
can look fon....ard to whe
visiting the center is th
business center
whic
,,;11 be located in the base
ment of the building an
is scheduled to open th"
September.
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The Movement Still
Looking for Changes
MOVEMENT, from NEWS A 1

ities, from campus cleanups to town hall meetings to
create solutions for different
problems.
Through
preparation,
they are ready to face complications that arise, step up to
the forefront, and advocate for
students.
However, the efforts todate have not been entirely
futile. Several Movement concerns, such as 3,000 beds to
accommodate 11,000 students,
may have been i.tnplicitly
addressed by the administration.
"You don't ever have to
say anything to me, but if you
fix every one of those problems, we're good," Scott said in
response to the display in the
Blackburn that reveals plans
for a new male dormitory.
He believes tl1ere are concrete signs of progress •..vitl1in

the administration: Howard
ranks among the top 50 colleges and universities with
monetary respects, and in the
top ioo for inclusive value,
earning the university a first
time status.
"And that's what our goal
is," Scott said. "... to help in
the gradual progression of
Howard."
The Movement is committed to making Howard better
as well as student participation
in the effort.
"If you want to get
involved, just let us know,"
said Scott. He said there are
plenty opportunities to do so,
and anyone interested sl1ould
email themovement@shutdow
ntheabuilding.com
"Know that there is a group
of students who will advocate
for your cause," Phelps said.
This cause will compel
with a nlomentmn that will
soon be fueled by the freshmen

class, both Scott and Phelps
predict.
"As each class comes in
with situations they may not
like, they are going to join on,"
Phelps said.
Phelps, who spoke not
solely of The Movement, said
Howard will go on. But Scott
has astute hypothesis.
"If you sit ·with students
and talk, the majority of students will say Tm not giving a
dime back to Howard'," Scott
said. "And that's a problem."
The Movement will continue its contest for student
advocacy, and to preserve the
school many have inevitably
grown to love.
"We are the future of
Howard," Scott said. "And if
you ignore your future, you
risk losing the legacy that people have spent over a hundred
plus years ouilding."
.
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Acopy of
The Hilltop and
$1.35 will
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on the Metro.*
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Be CLEVER. Be CREATIVE.

!LS.AIR FORCE
CIOSS INTO THE llU!

We want your best, most creative, most original ideas (bake sales
and car washes prohibited!) to rai se dollars and aw areness for
HIV/AIDS prevention and LIFEbeat -the music industry's
charitable organization dedicated to reaching America's youth
with the prevention message. Enter your idea online at www.
thisit.com or www.lifebeat.o rg by October 15, 2006 for a chance
to win a private performance by Columbia recording artist
Teddy Geiger. The winner will be announced on World AIDS Day
- December 1, 2006.
For HIV/AIDS p revention information, visit www.lifebeat.org.
No l)<JtChase noco-.nry. Void wi-.e.. prohd>\ed. Vl'Ot tl•s,tcom or lotoc.nt.org for complete rules and regulat'°"'

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplles and even gives you a monthly stipend for living
expenses. But ifs the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force

TH/SIT1T macys

,,.

~

LIFEbeot
TH~ f.d~~OUSTRY FIGHTS AIDS

dentist, you"ll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You'll
have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won't rest on your
shoulders alone. For more information about ou r Health Professions Scholarship Program, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588-5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

THE HILLTOP

Check out Teddy's album Underage Thinking. Available now.
www.teddygeigermusic.com
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Your Guide to the Metro
'

Do's S Don'ts in DC
DON'T: Confine yourself to Georgia Avenue.
DO: Get out and explore all DC has to offer.
DON'T: Be close minded about the culture in
DC.
DO: Give go·go a chance.

Forest Glen ~

Capital Bel1way

Silver Sp11ng

/

'

DON'T: Attempt to drive and talk on your cell
phone at once, It Is Illegal In DC.
DO: Get an ear piece.

~,

/

/

DON'T: Park on the street carelessly.
DO: Thoroughly read all street signs for
parking Instructions.
DON'T: Walk around campus alone at night.
DO: Roll In AT LEAST a very vigilant pair.
DON'T: Assume you wi' run things like you
did In your old 'hood.
DO: Respect the people in your surroundings
and the natives. They don't care who you
are (people from Brooklyn included).

/

/

/

DON'T: Solely rely on your friends (esp. the
local ones) to get around.
DO: Figure out the subway system and bus
routes (www.wmata.com).

/

DON'T: G~t indignant before, during, or after
being approached on the street by a young
man.
DO: Smile and be kind if letting them down.

OAAMEUNE

DON'T: Be afraid to greet strangers on the
street.
DO: Do not be surpri~ed 1f you don't always
get a response back.
DON'T: Walk around looking clueless.
DO: Look confident and appear as if you
know what you're doing, or where you're
going.
DON'T: Stunt too hard.
DO: Save it for the club (see Cameron at last
year's homecoming).
DON'T: Assume the metro runs 24 hours.
DO: Realize 1t stops running at midnight on
weeknights and around 3 a.m. Friday and
Saturday night.
DON'T: Leave campus with a non·Howard
student you just met on the booty wall.
DO· Use common sense, so as not to
become a statistic.

0
N

·: · ~ Franconla·Springfleld

"Peak/Non Peak
Destination Wheaton
Fare: S2.70/$1.85·
Attraction A newly renovated two
level plaza. with restaurants

Destination: Dupont Circle
Fare. $1 35/$1.35·
Attraction: Knspy Kreme
Doughnuts, lots of little funky shops
and restaurants.
Desbnallon Waterfront
Fare $1 351$1 35'
Attraction Waterfront restaurants
and bars
Destination Ballston
Fare. $2.001$1.35•
Attraction· Mall and IHOP

DON'T: look for an abundance of parking
lots.
DO: Perfect the art of parallel parking.
DON'T: Get upset if half of the campus has
the outfit you bought from Pentagon City.
DO: Look for other shopping centers in the
area.

Whereto Go:
Destination Silver Spring
Fare: $2.10/$1 .35"
Attraction An outdoor shopping
plaza with eateries and restaurants
1nclud1ng Red Lobster. a movie
theater with stadium sealing and a
brand new DSW shoe store
Destination: Woodley Park/
NatlonalZoo
Fare $1 .35/$1 .35.
Attraction: One of the stops that
is walking distance to the National
Zoo.
Destination Largo Town Center
Fare: $3.001$2 35•
Attraction Sprawling outdoor plaza
with a Magic Johnson Theater
and Gladys Knight's Chicken and
Waffles .

Destination Now York Avenue
Fare. $1.35/$1 35'
Attraction: This stop is in walking
distance of Fur Night Club
Desbnation· Friendship Heights
Fare: S2 00/$1 35•
Attraction Cheescake Factory.
Magg1ano's, Mazza Gallena,
Loehmann's, Frlene's Basement.
Lord & Taylor, Hechts. and
Booeymonger
Destination Stadium Annory
Fare. S1 551$1 15•
Attraction oc·s new baseball sta·
d1um
Destination Morgan Boulevard
Fare $2.751$1 .85°
Attraction Moderate walk to FedEx
Field

Destination: Union Station
Fare: S1 35/$1 35•
Attraction: Amtrak train terminal.
movie theater indoor shops a
huge food court. and restaurants .
Destination: White Flint
Fare.$3.20JS2 35·
Attraction A mall that indudes
Bloom1ngda1e·s. PF Chang's, Dave
and Buster's and Cheesecake
Factory
Destination: Smithsonian
Fare S1.35/S1 .3s·
Attraction. Many free museums and
the National Mall.
Destination Pentagon City
Fare $1 70/$1 .35'
Attraction: Large shopping mail.
with several surrounding plazas.

Destination: Gallery Place/
Chinatown
Fare: S1 35/$1 35•
Attraction New movie theater.
Chipotle the Venzon Center
Spy Museum United Colors of
Benetton. Urban Outfitter. Bed Bath
and Beyond. and a mynad of both
Chinese and American restaurants .
Walking distance to Platinum &
Home night dubs

Destination" Metro Center
Fare $1.351$1.35•
Attraction Hechts. H&M. and down·
town DC.

Destination PG Plaza
Fare $2 001$1 .35.
Attraction PG Plaza alld University
Towers

Destination Foggy Bottom
Fare $1 351$1.35'
Attraction Georgetown, a shopping
and dining hub

Destination U Street
Fare S1 .351$1 .3s·
Attraction Ben·s Ch1h Bowl and
trendy bars, restaurants, and
lounges African Amencan war
memorial

Destination King Stroot
Fare $2.55/$1 as·
Attraction Considered the
Georgetown of Northern Virginia.
with the Gap and Banana Republic

Doctor Aids Hurricane Katrina Victims
BY JANELLE JOLLEY

had been relieved of their in Tidewater, Virginia, and the changes in D.C. as he
duties at Charity, and they later as an adult 'vho fre- quickly sought to normalize
were brought on a bus to quently visited the area. his life by going back to work
Mendy, one of the 4,000 in November as a Medical
This is the seconod Baton Rouge.
Sunday
night, physicians displaced from Director at a center in
installn1ent in a two-part
series about a doctor who ~1endy was greeted by his the entire Gulf region, Baltimore called Healthcare
worked through Hurricane ,vife Greer who had evacu- wanted to be in a familiar for the Homeless. He feels
confident in his choice to
Katrina and later relocated ated from New Orleans place.
exactly a week earlier and
However,
Mendy keep his family here.
to the metro D.C. area.
son Ndapa. The two drove was astonished to see how
D.C. was a good
n1uch D.C.'s African culture choice to maintain famil}
Gabou Mendy had to from D.C. to pick him up.
They took him back had changed since the late likes and ties," said 11endy,
exercise more discipline
who has four of six children
than mosl people will ever to D.C. where a new life was 'Sos and early '90s.
waiting
for
him
far
away
"The African com- \vith him in D.C., .. It \vill do
know, during the week of
from the lov.. country of n1unity is not as vibrant as for now, but its not going to
August 28· 2005.
He stayed on duty New Orleans, the place he it used to be. It's not the be a permanent home."
as a physician at Charity had come to know and love epicenter of African culture
Although he and his
anyinore."
fa1nily now rent a trendy,
Hospital in New Orleans for for the last 20 years.
Mendy came to the
According to Mendy, new age row house in the
six days while Hurricane
Katrina devastated the land Crescent City in January of there are more Africans in gentrified northwest neighi985 after finishing medical DC now, but now they stay borhood of Shaw, the high
and the people.
Mendy n1anaged to ren- school at the University of within their own communi- cost of living and horrenties.
dous traffic in this area
der medical services under Virginia.
He
came
to
New
"The
Ethiopians make him long for New
the extreme circumstances.
There was no electricity, Orleans to do his residen- stay with the Ethiopians, Orleans.
no hot water, little food, cy at Tulane University the Nigerians stay 'vith the
"I definitely want to
because
the
culture
in
New
Nigerians and so on. There go back .. .! miss getting up
cramped s pace and dwinOrleans
attracted
him.
is no focal point for a cul- in the morning and being
dling hopes.
"In New Orleans, I tural or social setting any- at work in hvo to five minMiraculously, the
utes. I miss kno,ving exactteam at Charity only lost didn't feel removed from my more."
African
past,"
said
Mendy,
Mendy
reminisc- ly where to go when I want
one patient through the
entire ordeal: a patient that a native of Banjul, Gambia, es about tl\e days when to hear good music. I miss
Mendy says was going to die ''There is a lot of African Adams Morgan was filled the everyday joy of living. I
soon of old age regardless of retention in the food, in the \vith African clubs, like miss New Orleans and its
Kilimanjaro, where every culture. I miss New Orleans
the adverse conditions that music, in the way of life."
It was that same African artist who came for all the reasons I came
arose.
By Friday night, he vibe of African culture that to the U.S. would come to there."
and the entire medical staff he found in D.C. as an ado- play.
lescent going to high school
He came to accept
M&t10 Editor
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Or. Gabou Mendy In his new O.C. home, where he relocated after spending a week In Charity Hospital work·
Ing through Hurricane Katrina.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT P
GREGISTRATION
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
Student Registration for unclaimed AY 2006-2007 parking permits is schequle
for Wednesday, September 6, 2006 from 9:00 AM until exhausted. Registration
will be conducted online via the Bison Web on a first come, first server basis. In
order tobe eligible for participation in the Student Registration:
• All outstanding citations must be paid prior to registration.
• Students must be validated for fall 2006.
• Students that are chosen for the 9th & Vlot must be commuter students.
• For additional information contact the Office of Parking &Shuttle
Operations at 202-806-2000·.

Because Mom and Dad had a llttle "surprise."

Turns out your college fund bought diapers and formula.
It's Okay. With a student loan from Campus Door, you can get
onllne approval In less than a minute and cover up to 100%
of your education costs.

Now the attention Is on you.

c'

CAMPUSDOOR'
YOUR TUI T ION SOU R C E
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Learn more about
Erin Towery
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwc.com/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you .

•
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Lady Bison Volleyball Held Winless at AU Classic SCOREBOARD
BY JULIANNE HANCKEL

Hilltop Staff Wnter

The Lady Bison began their
season last weekend as participants
in the American University Classic

Tournament.
They joined the American
University Eagles, U1e New Jersey
Institute of Technology (NJIT)
Highlanders and the Manhattan
Jaspers in competition.

Jf'"'ka l>t-1~. :-t••fT PboloV111Jlwr

Coach Orlando Larracue nte ta lks to s ophomo re outsid e hitter J anel
J a mes d uring the AU Classic.

The first match on Friday for
the Bison was against the American
University
Eagles.
American
opened its 2006 season with the
D.C. Challenge last weekend, beating Georgetown 1-2, but dropping
matches to George Washington and
George ~1ason.
Their home gyn1 is filled with
various championship banners ranging from 1997 all the way to 2005 that
hanging from the rafters.
The Eagles had some very strong
protection at the net, and scored a
quick two points on the Bison by just
barely tipping the ball over the net.
Their tight and organized defense
at the net, and the height of Claire
Recht (6'8), Christina Nash (6'3) and
Rubena Sukaj (6'1) proved to be a
challenge for HU.
"I was pleased with the way we
blocked," said new Howard volleyball coach Orlando Larracuente. "We
worked hard during pre-season workouts in this area and it paid off. Any
time you can terminate the play at the
net with a block is a big emotional lift
to your team."
Despite the good effort, the Bison
lost all three games to :\merican.
The second match on Saturday
was against the Manhattan Jaspers,
who came to the tournament with a
record of 0-4.
\'\'ith a new day in front of them,
the Bison seemed well rested and
ready to play against the Jaspers, but
had many more follies against the
Jaspers even though they were trailing behind.
The Bison had better team
dynamics, including some key blocks

at the net by senior setter Shannon
Grant and freshman outside hitter
Chari Staples that regained the ball
back from ManJ1allan.
"They [Howard] have good block
ing at the net," said Manhattan coach
Ray Green. 1'hey have good athletes
and they definitely have a Jot to build
on."
The Bison chantt:d. "Knock,
knock, who's there? Nobody!"
every time they spiked the ball on
Manhattan's side.
For the first time in the tournament the Bison had a tied game
at 12-12 with Manhattan. Top player
freshman Rita \'\1elch, who was on
varsity all four years of high school,
has averaged 1.83 kills per ~ame, and
has hit at a.117 pcrcentagl' for the
Jasper's first four matches.
"Our team has bonded and we
are starting to connect," she stated.
Being quite modest, she added, "I
have i1nproved somewhat, but it is
basically due to the team." The Bison
fell 30-18, 30-17 and 30-26 to the
Jaspers on Saturday, moving them
to 0-2.
The third and final match for
the Bison was against the NJIT
Highlanders, who just entered their
first year in Division I athletics. These
two teams seemed to be the most
evenJy matched of the tournament.
HU and NJIT rallied point for
point, but in the end it was NJIT who
came out with the win, beating HU
30-22, 30-25 and 30-16.
Howard ended the AU Classic o3 but according to Grant, "we have a
strong athletic team, and we now have
a new coach. Based on the things that

&

SCHEDULE

SCORES

Volleyball
FRIDAY

Howard
American

0

3

SATURDAY

Howard

0

NJIT

3

Howard
O
Manhattan College 3
TODAY'S GAMES
•

None

we·ve done, pr\; season. and the first
week, we can be one of the top three
teams in the MEAC this year."
"A few people in the stands
spoke to me after the tournament
and praised our efforts," Larracuente
said. "I am confident we are going to
be a tough opponent during conference play."
The Lady Bison's volleyball game
is on \Vednec;day, September 9 at
NAVY.

Pearce Looks to Go Home, Come Away With Victory
BY CHRISTOPHER WEAVER
Contlibuting Wnter

Norfolk, Va. natiueDanual
Pearce talks about traueling to
Hampton to play in the Real
HU Game on Saturday. The
junior linebacker will play in
front of family and against
friends, as Hampton is only a
short distance from his hometown.
Q: How does it feel to
be returning home to Virginia,
especially in such a critical
game, and what is the atmosphere surrounding these
games?
A: "I love it. It's always
good to return home to a football state like Vir~inia and
get to play in front of friends
and family. Especially when
it's against programs like
Hampton, who get some of the
best players in the state, so it's
a big deal."
Q: Coming out of high
school, were you recruited by
Hampton?
·\; "Ye.1h, I was recruited by Hampton, and even
Norfolk State, and being close

to home was very influential
in my decision, but I also did
not want to be too close to
home, so I decided to come to
Howard. Also, Howard was
going through a major rebuilding phase when I entered the
program, so I definitely wanted to be a pal1 of that."

the game, and it is against one
of the powerhouses of the
conferences, so you definitely
have to be on your P's & Q's.
So when, not if, we win, it will
cany over, and set the tone for
the rest of the season. "
Q: How do )OU prepare
yourself for a game like this
that has such a broad range of
significance?
A: "You have to be mentally and physically ready,
that means watching film and
learning their tendencies,
and what they like to do on
both sides of the ball. For
instance, they pla} Grambling
State this weekend, (already
happened) so I will taJ>(' that
and further analyze what their
strengths and weaknesses are.
And they have a new offensive
coordinator who was a high
school coach in my area, so I
am familiar with his schemes
and what he likes to do as well.
Then physically, just making
sure you are conditioned so
that you can perform at your
best level.~

Q: Having been recruited by Hampton, and being
from the area do you have any
relationships with any of the
coaches or players?
A: ·Actually one of my
close friends is ilie starting
fullback for them, so we have
been doing a lot of trash talking already, and with me at
linebacker we arc going to be
seeing a lot of each other."
Q: In speaking to some
of your teammates I am told
that you are one of the most
intense players on tl1e field;
does this game bring an even
higher level of intensity to your
approach?
A: "It's the battle of the
HU, so that in itself brings a
heightened intensity to the
game. It sells out a week before

Q: This being your junior

year, and Howard having lost
the last nine meetings between
the two teams, does that add
extra incentive to this contest?
A:
"It
does... because
the media perennially picks
Hampton to win the MEAC
and they haven't disappointed
as of late, but this year we art!
ready to step it up, especially
with the addition of our new
offensive coordinator we are
looking to move the ball a
lot more efficiently, and our
defense is always going to
come to play and remain one
of the top defenses in the conference. Last year was tough
because we held them to under
75 yards on the ground, our
offense just couldn't get it done
in the end."

to the other HU?
A: "Be ready, because we

Q: Being from the area
I know there has been a lot
of requests for tickets, how do
you divide it?
A: "Man, I have been getting calls all summer, I try to
get as many as I cnn, but you
already knO\\ they are hard to
come by.~
Q: What's your message

coming, and we are taking the
victory this year!"

Jt .JI:• o.... l(f•';talfl'tti•l•.qitpht ..

No rfolk native Da nual Pearce wlll t ravel with the football
team back to Virginia to face rival Hampton o n Saturday.
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On Sept. 5, 1955,
Cassius Clay won the
Olympic light heavyweight gold medal.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Five MEAC Teams Fall In Tourney-Play,
but HU's J a mes Rece ives Honors

Steven A. Smith kicks-off MEAC/SWAC
Classlc as Ha mpton goes o n to Win

Five MEAC-member volleyball teams
competed in tournaments on Friday. All
five teams, University of Maryland-Eastern
Shore, Delaware State, Florida A&M and
Norfolk State, in addition to Howard, were
held win less in their battles.

Steven A Smith, NBA analyst and host of
ESPN's Quite Frankly, gave the keynote
address at kick-off luncheon for the annual
Ford MEAC/SWAC Challenge that featured
Hampton University and Grambling State
University.

Despite the loss, Lady Bison sophomore
outside hitter Janel James was named
to the AU Classic All-Tournament team
and received MEAC honorable mention
this week after finishing with 12 kills and
15 digs against New Jersey Institute of
Technology on Saturday.

The Hampton Pirates won the match-up
27-26, over the Grambling State Tigers in
overtime on Saturday. This was the fifth
consecutive victory for the Pirates over the
Tigers.

•

Compiled by Caryn Grant, Sports Editor
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The Hilltop has a new page, but we sJiJ1 couldn't decide on a title. After looking through the submissions that we have received, we have not found that ''IT'' that we're looking for. We're looking for
something with a bit of wit and a lot of style to describe this page, which will contain a male-/emale
f ace-off, an advice column, staff col111nns, cartoons and interactive features. The winner, in addition
to the auspicious honor of having added to The Hilltop legacy and having their name run in the next
issue, will receive a free Hilltopic and a Howard University T-Shirt. S ubmissions will be accepted until
midnight on Monday, September 11. Please submit all responses to hilltopjana@gmail.com.

He Said
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She Said

•

Football
Ahhh... football season. For me it brings about
a dichotomy of emotions.
There is the overwhelming
feeling of joy for the upcoming season.
No other sport offers the
deep rivalries, the intense
action, and t he true essence
of competition, quite like
American football.
The game of football is
not only great because of the
spectacle of the contest but
the lessons it teaches and
the stories it tells. Ideals like
teamwork, accountability,
endurance, persistence, and
sportsmanship are essential to being a well rounded
and productive citizen. All
of these principles can be
learned and enforced on the
gridiron.
Then there are the great
epics that play out from end
zone to end zone. The everpresent story of the underdogs who rise up against all
odds and prove the critics
wrong by becoming triumphant in the reflection of a
true life Cinderella story.
There are also the grand
rivalries, rich in history, that
depict two foes in an annual
battle for dominance.
Conversely, there exist
the bitter side of the return
offootball season that affects
many who share my situa-

tion. From the age I was first
allowed to suit up I was on
the field every fall from twoa-days to playoffs. Now, in
college, that yearly ritual is
no more.
For me and many others
that I have spoken to, this
time can bring about a sense
of withdrawal. Watching the
game brings back that sensation of being out there in
the action.
MTV's new show, '·TowA-Days" also contributes to
that sense of withdrawal.
When watching the show,
I can't help but reminisce
about the times when I too
was in pads and cleats; the
good ole days. It triggers
memories of the grueling
all day practices but more between a man and the pigimportantly the bond among skin.
teammates and the game
Instead of seeing it as a
day hype that swept through competitor for the you spend
together, see it as an opporthe entire town.
This being said, it should tunity to embrace something
be clearer to those who do new. Expand your relationnot know why some hold ship by enjoying the game
the game of football so dear. together but first, learn
For that reason, do not be something about the sport.
offended when your man's Holly Robinson-Peete, an
Saturdays, Sunday after- actress, NFL ,vife, and footnoons, and Monday nights ball fan, wrote a the book,
are spent in front of the tele- Get Your Own Damn Beer,
vision. It is not that you are I'm J.1"atching the Game!: ti
being ignored, but there is Woman's Guide to Loving
a very special relationship Pro Football that explains
(a different kind of relation- the basics of the game and
ship but special all the same) how to enjoy it.

Frankly, most of the terrain of the grid-iron jungle
•
is unexplored "'ildem ess
•
to me; savage beatings and
•
what not, in an effort to
•
prove one's status as king
•
of the jungle. It has it's sim•
•
pler points, but by and large,
•
there's just too much. Some
•
kind of wonky scoring thing.
•
All these complicated plays.
And no fouls?
•
I've attended count•
•
less games all in the name
•
of .school spirit (and here
•
at Howard in an effort to
•
see the band), but I really
don't get the rules. I know
the object is to get the ball
from one end to the other
From t/ie JI.finds of Joshua Thomas & Jann Homes
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and there's something in
there about having to get a
certain distance and then
getting another shot if you
make it and it's a l " & 10,
even though I don't know
why they call it that.
But I do know that for
the Bison, it's an occasion
for cheering (which is probably the only reason I know
what it's called). Other than
that, the rules pretty much
escape me.
So, knowing that I
haven't the slightest idea
as to the rules of the jungle, one might wonder how
I pick a team to root for.
And this is the part where I
might be called just another
silly girl.
First, I look and see if
I have any attachment to
either team, and if not, then
I just look and see which
team looks like the underdog and then I cheer for that
one. And if both teams are
evenly matched in association and ability, then I just
through my support behind
the one with the best colors.
What can I say? I'm
an aesthetically conscious
person and frankly, some
of their color palettes are
just stupid. I know I'm a
local and I'm supposed to
be excited about The 'Skins,
but something about the
maroon and spicy mus-

tard combination has never
really appealed to me. That
compounded with the \vhole
offensive image of Native
Americans is enough to stop
, be from having that good ole
hometown spirit.
But if nothing else can
be said for American football, you have to admit that
it has some type of power.
It can bring families
together and push some
further apart [like the cliche man spending Sunday
night on the couch, because
he would rather \-Vatch the
game than take his wife to
dinner.]
It can bring friends
together and push some
further apart [like when one
friend bet the other friend
on a long shot game and the
underdog team came back
from behind and won the
whole thing, and he didn't
wanna' pay up.]
It can bring some neighbors together and push
some further apart Dike
that one time The 'Skins
were doing well and all the
D.C. residents told people in
Maryland that they couldn't
claim them, but then when
The Ravens were doing well,
they wanted to jump on the
metro bandwagon.]
But there's still too
many rules.

-- -------- - -

Overheard <e> The Mecca

,

I 'The Uefittltlott of a Lie'
I Overheard ltt Starbucks ott ~eorgla Avet1ue
Girl: So I called him and told him I was pregnant.
Friend: Ohmigod you a re ?!? Congratulatio ns!!!
Girl: No I' m not. I just told him that.
Friend: Wait-what? So you lied?
Girl: No, I just told him what I wa nted to.
Friend: So you lied ...
Girl: NO I DIDN'T. I just didnt tell him what was necessarily true.
You think he' ll be mad?
Friend: Well, what d id he say?
Girl: (pause) He was really excited. He bought me a Tiffany's baby
rattle .
Friend: Then yeah, he might be a bit perturbed.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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What-If . .. ?

. .. Romeo finds out that Juliet is a transexual?

The Hilltop is everywhere! We have readers all
over the country and internationally. This is your
opportunity to send in pictures ofpeople indulging in the student voice of Howard University
wherever they are, whatever they 're doing. Submit your pictures of people reading Th e Hilltop
to hilltopjana@gmail.com.

Romeo: Ahhh, Juliet. Let lips do as hands do. Why, what's this? Ahh!
Unholy of unholys. For thou art more firm than fair and in such being
thou hast perpetrated a feat of trickery. Thy servant says, "Juliet is the Sun,"
mc.1ning not the SON! And say they of us "star-crossed," not truly meaning "CROSSED:' For thy transgression of deceptiQn, I bite my thumb at
thee. Nay, misunderstand me not. I bite nothing! A rose by another name
may smell as sweet, but still it possesses its stem and a man by name of
women doth the same. Too early seen unknown and known too late.
N~ Week}l'Sce+'\el.

What if The Harlem Globetrotters were in the land of OZ?

Please send any responses to the soon to be rena1ned page,
including potential na111es, 'H e Said . .. She Said' topics, 'Chillin'
With The Hilltop' photos, things you' ve overheard @ The Mecca,
or 'What If ... ?' responses to hilltopjana@gn1ail.co1n
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Do you want to write for the HILLTOP?

Stzldents have to be vigilant and

Come to our budget meeting

Monday @ 7 p.m.

_ _____.eJ eryo11e around the111.

THE HILLTOP
The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper
Ayesha Rascoe
Jana Homes
Managing Edilor

After reading the many
articles and editorials about
the alleged rape of an exotic dancer, college student
and mother of two b) Duke
Lacrosse players, I \\as compelled to write and share \\llh
your readers the stol) of the
.Martinsville Seven.
In 1949, in Martinsville,
Va., seven black men were
accused of raping a 32-yearold married, white woman.
Within 30 hours of the alleged
rape, all had signed written
confessions. \.\'ithin 11 days,
all se,·en were tried, convicted
and sentenced to death by allwhitc juries.
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Howard needs 11zore effective
syste11zs for fire safety in all tlze
dor11zs.

Dear Editor,
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'l\vo fires in the Howard dent's door if necessary.
Fire safety procedures and
Plaza Towers in the first week
Unfortunately, the false escape plans should be posted
of school is a major wake up alarms that plague many prominent!) and all escape
call for fire safety on this cam- dorms, including one in routes should be working,
pus.
Frasier Hall going off from unlike Sunday's West Towers
Even scarier is that many 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., desen- fire where a fire escape on the
sh1dents didn't wake up at all sitize students so that when P le,·el was locked making it
during the fire Sunday night real harm is present, students no escape at all.
that destroy<'d an
Though we
entire room in the
hold the admin\>\'est Towers.
istration
responMany residents
sible for keeping
- including those
students safe once
who lived close to
emergencies occur,
the burned room
students are the key
- onl) heard of the
to pre\'enting these
fire after waking up
occurrences from
the next morning.
happening.
Though no one
From flat irons
was hurt and the
ovcrhc.1ting
lo
realize their decisions affect
fire was contained to
George
Foreman
1
one double efficiency
grills next to the
room, the outcome
bed, if \\t: know
could have been a lot
Howard has sensiworse.
are slo'~ to act. Like the Quad tive sprinklers and alarms, we
The safety of students was and Meridian, speaker systems have to be smart.
left up to fire nlarms that were should be in each University
Sunday's fire also lifted
not loud enough for all stu- dorm to ensure students are the scab off a Howard sore
dents to hear, which is unac- informed during emergencies spot, as a student "ho docs
ceptable. Resident Assistants and should work properly so not have housing wns accused
should be expected to do just students can hear announce- of stnrting the fin.• in a friend's
that assist students m times ments even inside their room.
of crisis and bang on each resi- rooms.
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Editor-/11-Chit.f
Joshua Thomas

Christina M. Wright
Managing Editor

Depuly Managing Editor
1\vo were tried during the
same trial. The youngest \\l!S
only 17 and tl1e rest, except for
one, were all in Lheir early 20S.
The oldest was a 37-year-old
man with a wife and fh·e beautiful children. (I have 55-ycarold newspaper photographs)
Although no white man
in Virginia had e\'er been executed for rape, the Supreme
Court refused to hear the case
and President 1larry Truman
refused to grant clemency. All
seven were executed by 195i.
This case was instrumental
in helping change the rape laws
of this great count!)·. Around
the world, the\ b·•came known
as tl1c Martinsville Seven.

No matter what. if some of
these Duke athletes are indeed
guilty of rape, the} will ne\'er
face the death penalty, thanks
to the Martinsville Seven. B)
the wa), three of the Se\'en
were
llairslons,
relatives
of mine and I was born and
nfr ed in Martinsville.Va. \nd
for the rl.'cord, the true story of
the Seven h;1,; never been told.
Thanks for Jio;tening and
ma} God bless and protect our
children and soldiers everywhere.
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The Hilltop encourages its readers to share their opinions \\ith the newspaper through Letter.; to

Tne Hilltop wants to read what
you have to say. Submit a
500 word perspective to
www.thehillto po nline.com.

The Editor or Persp1..'Ctives. All letters should include a romplete address and telephone nun1ber ru1d
snould be sent electronically on our website at www.Lhehilltoponlinc.com.
Any inquiries for ad\'ertiscments or Hilltopics should be directed to The Hilltop Business office.
The Hilltop:
2251 Sherman Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20001

Editorial Office:
(202) 806-4724
W\vw.thchilltoponline.con1

Bu'Jiness Office:
(202) 806-4749
hilltopbusiness@ynhoo.com

Now in il3 8:lrd ~car, ·r hc llilltop i .. published Mondn) through Fridu~· b) Hmn1rd Uni\"crsity
students. With a read et i.hip of more tl111n 7,000, '11re llillto11 is U1c hu'J(cst bluck oollegiutc newspupcr
in the n11tion.
TI1c opinions c '1>~"4--d on the Editorial & Pcr..1>ecth ,..,., p., ge urc the vit.·ws onhc Hilltop Editorial
Board und th~ of Ilic a uU10.-... nnti do not nt."CCS.'llrily represent Ho"1U'd Unh·1.'l'Sity or its adnUnl...1n1tion.
77u: I lillto11 1'C..crv<...., th...- right to o..'<lit letters for !>]>&CC und gnunmatical errors and any inappropriate, libclou.'> or dcfunu1to11· contcnl. All letters m~ he wbrnittcd a week prior to publication.
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Students Explore Dominican Sa-

5, 2006

WHAT'S IN YOUR BAG?

BY NICHOLE ALABI
Contributing Writer

Dominican hair salons
have become popular in
Washington, D.C. and in surrounding areas. Their signature "blow-out" way of styling has caused many young
women with various hair
lengths and textures too seek
the services of these salons.
The "blow out," a technique made popular in the
northeast region on the United
States is gaining popularity all
over the country. The technique uses little-to-no products to attain a bouncy, wispy
look. As Howard women from
various cities and states experience the technique, they are
changing their regular haircare routine and preaching
the gospel to their friends.
Kristen Bridges, a senior
management major has been
going to Giovanni's Hair, a
popular Dominican salon in
Adams Morgan, for almost a
year.
"I heard about them my
freshman and after a couple of
years I decided I wanted to get
my hair done here so I tried
it," Bridges said.
Bridges,
like
other
Howard women, loves the
blow out style for its weightless, airy appearance.
"At home I used to get
more up-dos or flips ...things
like that. I didn't think my hair .
could look as full and bouncy
as it does now as opposed to
the one dimensional looks I
was doing before," she said.
The blow out technique
involves setting wet hair on
rollers where the size of rollers
depends on the length of the
hair or how curly or straight
the client wants it. From there,
the client sits under the dryer
for up to an hour or until her
hair is completely dry.
In the stylist's chair, the
blow out is completed. With
a round brush for a straighter

We at Life and Style haue noticed something....people
carry their liues in their bags. Whether it's a designer,
knockoff, or a book bag, Jloward students haue it all in the
bag. So we decided to randomly ask students to volunteer
to show us what's in their bag. It gives you a chance to get
a little of the spotlight and show you1· personalittj, and we
get to be nosy! So clean out those receipts and any incriminating evidence. You neuer know if we'll ask 'What's in your
bagr

)

]

What in y,)ur bag can't you
live without?
"I can't live without my
[football) playbook, my contact solution, or my wallet. I
carry this bag around when I
don't have any pockets, and
they make my backpack not
fed so empty.

"'°"""' .,('har~SgttjtOr, .nt-1
Dominican-owned salons are sufficient for time-pressed students looklng for blow outs.
Photo C'Ourtcsy O(

effect, or o narrow-toothed
comb for a curly effect, the
hair is blown out fron1 the root
with a hand dryer. A nozzle is
attached to the dryer and used
to direct heat, which can be
the most painful part of the
procedure for some.
"I thought I was going
to die from the heat of the
blow dryer, but it was worth
it," said junior health management major, Tia Chase, of
her first blow out experience.
Tiara Wilcox, a junior advertising major and fully licensed
hairstylist and cosmetologist
prefers the blow out technique
for her clients.
"It maintains healthy hair
as it uses overall less heat than
curling irons and flat irons
and because grease and oils
are not used, it doesn't clog
your pores and hair shaft,"
Wilcox said.
Wilcox also recommends
it for those interested in the
healthy upkeep of their hair.
Depending on the salon,
the cost ranges from $25

to $45 to get a blow out in
Washington. D.C. and surrounding areas like Silver
Spring, Md. Amirh McFarlane,
a junior marketing major from
New Jersey, has been getting
her hair blown out regularly
since the seventh grade said
she notices the hike in prices
in the DC area.
"The prices are high here
only because there aren't as
many places ... there are a lot
of places in New York [City]
where you can get it done for
like $10 on a Tuesday, but
regularly it costs like 15 or 20
dollars," she said.
Howard students appreciate Dominican salons not only
for the health results on their
hair but also for the swift service provided.
"It was like a factory,"
McFarlanesaid ofa Dominican
salon she went to previously.
"There were 30 hair dryers,
eight girls and they would be
like 'next, next', no conversation ...you're in and you're
out."

Tia Chase also appreciates the faster service of
Dominican salons.
"They are so much faster.
I've spent up to six hours in
a black salon and the most
I've ever spent in a Don1inican
salon was two and a half
hours," Chase said.
Some students however
have not embraced the trend.
Many cite the language barrier for discouraging them from
making the transition from
traditional African-American
salons, which have served as
pillars in the black community
for black women to relax, gossip and be among friends, to
Dominican salons.
Howard
fashionistas
stalking the yard in stylish
stilettos and the season's hottest fashions can also be seen
sporting another enviable
accessory; healthy, bouncy
hair.

- Rico Washington. a
freshman architecture major

GOT STYLE? GOT A LIFE?
WELL, COME GET A LIFE & STYLE
AT TONIGHT'S EMERGENCY BUDGET MEETING.

TUESDAY@ 7 PM IN THE
HILLTOP OFFICE
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Five years free checking for Howard University students.*
You're ready to establish your financial freedom. The Bank of An1erica On Campus® progTam
gives you what you need to bank the way yot1 want - anytime, anywhere.

To get free CampusEdge® Checking and more, stop by any of our Howard University locations today:
Georgia Avenue
3500 Georgia Avenue NW
202.624.4480

Mount Pleasant
3131 Mount Pleasant Street NW
202.624.5002

*CampusEdge® Checking is free. of a monthly maintenance fee for five years while you are a student. Student status will be validated upon account opening.
After the first five years, your CampusEdge Checking account will be automatically upgraded to MyAccess Checking~ The n1onthly n1aintenance fee of $5.95
for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a monthly direct deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply.

Bank of Amertca N.A. Member FDIC.© 2006 Bank of America Corporatlon. G) Equal Housing Lender.
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